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A treize ans, Anna a déjà subi de nombreuses interventions et transfusions afin que sa soeur
aînée Kate puisse combattre l. Ma Vie Pour La Tienne a. leucémie qui l. a. ronge depuis son
enfance. Anna Ma Vie Pour La Tienne sait qu'elle a été conçue pour être génétiquement
suitable avec Kate et qu'elle est son seul espoir. Cependant, lorsqu'on lui demande de faire don
d'un rein, l'adolescente refuse. Elle veut disposer librement de son corps et ira jusqu'au bout
pour se faire entendre...S'inspirant d'un fait réel, Ma vie pour l. a. tienne est un récit choral, qui
donne l. a. parole à tous les protagonistes. Ce roman subtil et profondément humain a déjà
touché des thousands de lecteurs dans le monde.Jodi Picoult est devenue une megastar de los
angeles littérature américaine avec Ma vie pour los angeles tienne. Salué par l. a. critique, ce
roman s'est vendu à plus d'un Ma Vie Pour La Tienne million d'exemplaires aux Etats-Unis.
**If you are making plans on examining this book, do not learn my review. I provide away the
horribly disappointing ending. On moment thought, do not learn this book, learn my review.**I
comprehend numerous those that have learn this book, so i made a decision to offer it a go. i
used to be instantly intrigued via the topic of the book. The Fitzgerald family members Ma Vie
Pour La Tienne has one daughter, Kate, loss of life of kidney failure. The kidney failure is as a
result of the her weary body's 14 12 months conflict with an extraordinary kind of leukemia.
Their different daughter, Anna, is an ideal donor fit to Kate. the truth that Anna is an ideal fit isn't
a surprise contemplating Anna used to be conceived with Kate in mind. Anna was once no
accident; medical professionals particularly selected the embryo that may be an ideal genetic fit
for Kate's needs. Now 13 years later, Ma Vie Pour La Tienne and a number of other systems
later, Anna is refusing to donate a kidney. She seeks the criminal support of Campbell
Alexander, and jointly they petition the court docket for Anna's scientific emancipation from her
parents. Anna's argument is compelling. Simply, she argues "it by no means stops." while Anna
was once born they gave her wire blood to Ma Vie Pour La Tienne Kate. Later Anna gave
lymphocytes, then bone marrow, then granulocytes, then peripheral blood stem cells. And now
she is Ma Vie Pour La Tienne anticipated to offer a kidney. Anna seems like she merely exists
to perpetuate Kate's existence. At this element medical professionals do not even think Kate
may live to tell the tale a kidney transplant, yet her mom and dad nonetheless wish the process
done. this can be a attention-grabbing plot, on account that there are not any transparent
minimize right/wrong answers. How do you weight the lives of those younger girls? the writer
got here up with an excellent gray pool of possibilities. however the e-book sank. whereas the
writing is outstanding in small burst, it truly is in general slightly digestible and infrequently
painful. the tale is informed from each one characters' aspect of view, and this ends up in loads
of flashbacks and pointless digressions. The flashbacks of the mother, Sara, are useful as she
tells the background of Kate's illness. yet have been additionally given a facet plot among
Campbell and Julia, Anna's dad or mum advert litem. and that i promise that the author's writing
takes a surprising dive for the 'painful' finish of the spectrum whilst Julia is speaking. i used to
be uninterested in the lame heritage of the highschool romance among Campbell and Julia.
they'd a unexpected breakup, and now 15 years later they nonetheless secretly pine for each
other - blah. enable me first say that if my highschool sweetheart broke my center and that i

nonetheless have not gotten over it FIFTEEN YEARS LATER, slap the Ma Vie Pour La Tienne
shit out me! The plot is stupid: Julia used to be the terrible lady that ended up in a wealthy
college her oh-so-loving mom and dad desperately obtained her into. She's the insurgent with
purple hair and no friends. Campbell is attracted to her simply because it sounds as if no
different lady in his wealthy child institution notion to dye their hair. it seems that wealthy
childrens do not do such loopy things. What was once even worse was once the discussion
among Julia and Campbell or Julia and her sister. loads of terrible one-liners; simply lousy
discussion in general. I blame Picoult's editor. Why wasn't she informed to chop all this crap
out? the tale while instructed via Jesse, the 18-year-old antisocial brother of Anna and Kate, is
additionally mostly ridiculous. we are given extra tacky discussion and digressions that upload
little or no to the most plot. Picoult could've simply minimize out approximately two hundred
pages and had a better story. even supposing the tales of Jesse, Campbell, and Julia are
irritating, not anything is extra infuriating than how the writer ties up the tale within the end. She
creates this excellent challenge yet (and here is the place i am getting nasty) does not have the
expertise to tug it off. rather than wading round within the murkiness of finding out among the
potential of saving one lifestyles (if just for a brief while) and respecting the lifestyles and
judgements of another, Picoult takes the straightforward approach out. while at the stand, Anna
now explains that she not just all started the petition for private or egocentric reasons, yet simply
because Kate secretly requested her too. whereas this is able to be a really possible state of
affairs in actual existence - a chronically unwell sufferer easily in need of it to all finish - i used to
be drawn to seeing the place Picoult may perhaps take us with no this shortcut. The beginning
subject now not turns into this type of controversy while the recipient does not wish what the
donor is offering. that is right, we study that Anna used to be keen to donate her kidney till Kate
advised her now not to. (Can you spot the satin bow coming out, approximately to be well tied
round all of this?)In the end, Anna is granted scientific emancipation from her parents. Even still,
Anna considers giving her kidney to Kate. On one hand she does not are looking to lose her
sister, yet one other a part of her realizes her lifestyles could be larger as soon as Kate is dead.
yet we by no means research what Anna comes to a decision within the end, as the writer
commits the final word cop out. She kills Anna off. Anna will get right into a terrible automobile
twist of fate the place she's very easily made mind dead, yet nonetheless bodily alive so her
organs will be harvested. that is right! Kate will get her kidney finally and lives! This finishing
used to be entire bullshit. the moral and ethical questions that set this e-book up have been
deserted within the end. within the end, no difficult judgements had to be made. 8 years later,
Kate is alive and well. Her parents, even though deeply effected by means of Anna's death,
have controlled to tug themselves again together. we are advised that Brian, the father, had a
ingesting challenge for it slow after Anna's death, yet to not fear - he clawed his as far back as
the family. reliable for him. And Jesse the badass teen who made Ma Vie Pour La Tienne
moonshine Ma Vie Pour La Tienne in his room, dropped LSD, and who, oh through the way,
used to be an ARSONIST, is now a embellished police officer. How nice; blissful that entire
atmosphere trouble-free faculties on fireplace degree handed for him.I felt that through the ebook the writer was once creating a case for Anna and the way invisible she felt in her personal
family. Anna desperately desired to be in command of her personal life. Anna desired to be
noticeable as an individual, now not Kate's lifeline. rather than Ma Vie Pour La Tienne Kate
continually being giving a chance, Anna sought after an opportunity to develop into her personal
person. within the end, her creator, her author, did not even care sufficient to determine what
that will mean.
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